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when playing versus matches, each player can have their own switch pro controller and joy-con assigned to them. every player will have a character of their choice to play with. the developers even did something extra to make all matches between all possible characters more even, which i find pretty impressive considering how many characters are included in the game. there's also an option to play with only a single joy-con as an analog stick, which is something i wouldn't have thought to ask for even in smash. it's a lot more like the classic n64 days. every match starts with one single round of regular play,
followed by a six-round mini-game. during those six rounds, you can choose from different attacks to throw the ball at the opponent. there's also a super pick-up counter if you're able to hit the ball past an opponent who is throwing a strike, a fast throw down if you're able to hit a ball into the opponent's court when he/she is throwing a ground shot at you, a power pick-up for when you're able to pick up the ball out of the air when an opponent is throwing a ground shot at you, and a super pick-up counter for when you're able to do a super move before the opponent has the chance to use one. there are no other mini-

games. everything is centered around the screen. players can choose between first person, third person, and 4-player split-screen (which is similar to the mario party games). the first person view is the most accurate, and it shows all the actions on the screen as the camera does. at the end of each game mode, the player will get a related theme to play during a certain period of time until the next game mode begins. in dr. mario world, the background music for the game is a brief version of the main theme from super mario bros. 3. the music for the game mode that gets unlocked is:
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man, you have a vivid memory of mario 64. while i still have that one, i can't say the same thing for the rest of the games. however, if i were to play any mario 64 in wad format, it'd definitely be the latest & greatest super mario 64 all-stars version. i played the n64 version and it is beyond fantastic, but it also felt a little bit generic. like the design
and art style just didn't really stand out. for the switch version, it's just a little easier to see the parts and levels where the game designer really put in their vision. that's why the original version, even though it's the same game, has that feeling of flair and uniqueness. the same goes for a wad version. the version on 3ds i played is still the same as
wad, apart from some changes made to the ui and controller. i wasn't able to play the touch screen for the most part though. i'm sure once nintendo makes the handheld version with the microphone i won't be able to go back to play on the 3ds. anyways, the biggest issue i had with the original version is that there were too many mario 64 wads
out there. in particular, the ones that put a mario 64 collection in the background didn't really fit the game itself. i felt like i was playing a level pack and not the original. as a nintendo fan, it'd be disappointing if they would do that. i think nintendo will be better off in the long run if they don't jump on the trend of doing mario 64 as a collection of

levels. aww, you make good points. i should have used the term "collection of levels" instead of "mario 64 collection". i'm not quite sure what i was thinking. i guess i was thinking of the different game modes that could be played as a collection of levels in the game. either way, not every mario 64 wad is good. 5ec8ef588b
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